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Abstract

Several kinds of lattice structures have been designed and
examined for the JHF synchrotorons. The high(or imagi-
nary)t lattice has been used as the 50 GeV main ring to
avoid beam lossat the transition crossing. We havestudied
the feasibility to apply this scheme to the 3 GeV booster
as a flexible momentum compaction lattice. These rings
have wide tunablilitiesand flexibilitiesof the linear optics.
The possibility of increasing the extraction energy of the
booster to 6GeV hasbeen investigated.

1 INT RODUCTION

The Japan Hadron Facility(JHF) consists of the 50 GeV
main ring, the 3 GeV booster and the 200 MeV linac. Be-
causethebeam intensity of themain ring isextremely high
(2�1014ppp), alow beamlossisrequired. In order to avoid
beam loss at the transition crossing, we haveemployed the
imaginaryt lattice which does not have a transition en-
ergy.

The3 GeV booster isarapid cyclesynchrotronof which
repetition rate is 25 Hz. It wil l be constructed in the ex-
isting KEK-PS main ring tunnel, which gives geometrical
constraints. The detailed description of the “reference de-
sign” of the 3 GeV booster which contests of 28 normal
FODO cells is found in [1]. Here we present the “alter-
native design” whose basic concept is the same as that of
themain ring lattice, which has aflexiblemomentum com-
paction factor.

As one of the upgrade plans, the possibility of 6 GeV
booster isalso described. This is for thecase if thebooster
should be able to accelerate the beam up to for instance
6 GeV in order to increase thebeam power.

Al l of thesemachinesshould beableto handlevery high
beam intensity. In order to avoid a space charge induced
resonance, a local phase advance should be away from 90
degree[2]. The opticscodeSAD is utilized to optimize the
parametersand to do theparticle tracking[3].

2 JHF 50 GEV MAI N RING

Themomentum compaction factor� isdescribed as
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wheret is the transition gamma,�(s) is the dispersion
function,�(s) is the local radius of curvature at the posi-
tion s, C is the circumferenceof the ring,R is the average
radiusof the ring and�x is the horizontal tune. The factor
an isgiven by
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ds. In an ordinary FODO lattice,

the n =0 term (DC component) is dominant. Suppose
the arc sections consist of k periodic structures (referred
as “modules”). If the horizontal tune is chosen so that the
denominator in the equation 2 is negative and its absolute
value is quite small andak has the finite value somehow,
then = k term cancels the DC component. To makeak
finite, � or � should be modulated properly [4]. We prefer
� modulation to � modulation because the � modulation
causeslargebeamsize. Therefore, oneobtainsmall� (high
t) or negative�(imaginaryt) lattice.

We construct the module using 3 FODO cells which
have one missing bend cell in order to make� modula-
tion as shown in Figure 1. The module has four families

Figure 1: Beam optics functions of the module in arc
section of the JHF 50 GeV main ring. �

1=2
x :solid line,

�
1=2
y :dashed line.



of quadrupoles(two focusing and two defocusing) as tun-
ing knobs. The main ring has the four-fold symmetry. The

Figure 2: Beam optics functionsof one superperiod of the
JHF 50 GeV main ring.

90-degree arc consists of 6 modules. The long straight
section has 4 FODO cells of which horizontal and verti-
cal phase advances are 2� and� respectively. Thus, the
beam opticsin thearc isnot disturbed by theinsertion. The
lattice parameters of the main ring are shown in Table 1.
The maximum values of both horizontal and vertical beta

Circumference 1445m
superperiodicity 4
(�x; �y) (21.8,15.4 )
(�x; �y) (-27, -21 )
Momentum compaction factor -0.001
t 32i
Max. field of B magnets 1.9T
Max field grad. of Q magnets 20T/m

Table1: Latticeparametersof the 50 GeV main ring

functionswhen themomentum compaction factor isvaried
are shown in Figure 3. The momentum compaction fac-
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Figure 3: Maximum beta in the arc(left) and straight sec-
tion(right) vsmomentum compaction factor.

tor is adjustable from -0.0023 to 0.001 without significant
increaseof thebeta functions. Also weexamined themax-
imum dispersion when� is varied as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure4: Maximum dispersion in the arc(left) and straight
section(right) vsmomentum compaction factor.

Therefore, the maximum beam size does not change very
much if we vary themomentum compaction factor.

3 JHF 3 GEV BOOSTER

The lattice design of the 3 GeV booster has been carried
out under strict geometrical constraintsthat thering should
be fitted into the KEK-PS main ring tunnel. The transi-
tion energy is higher than the extraction energy of 3 GeV
even in the referencedesign which consists of ordinary 28
FODOcells. However, in termsof longitudinal phasespace
matching between the booster and the main ring the flexi-
bility of the phase slippage factor � = � �

1
2

is help-
ful. Thus, thefeasibility of  flexiblemomentum compaction
(FMC) lattice is investigated. The idea which is used for
the main ring can realize the FMC lattice. One module is
made of 2 normal FODO cells at this time. One superpe-
riod shown in Figure 5 consists of three modulesas an arc
and oneFODO cell as a straight section. Thesuperperiod-
icity of the ring is 4. The main parameters of the 3 GeV

Figure5: FMC lattice for the3 GeV booster.

booster areshown in Table2. Using threeknobswhich are
two focusing and one defocusing quadrupolemagnets, the
momentum compaction factor can beadjusted from almost
zero to 0.009. But the nominal value is chosen to 0.006
in order to eliminate the second order effects, which come
from the(�p=p)2. Also flexibility of thetune isexamined.



Circumference 341.2m
superperiodicity 4
(�x; �y) (7.8,5.7 )
(�x; �y) (-10.3, -8.2)
Momentum compaction factor 0.006
t 12.9
Max. field of B magnets 0.95T
Max. field grad. of Q magnets 9T/m

Table2: Latticeparametersof the3 GeV booster(FMC lat-
tice).

We can vary the tunes by about 2 in both horizontal and
vertical directionskeeping thestable linear optics.

Dueto thegeometrical reason, theinjection point should
be located in one of the missing bend straight sections of
which length is 5.05m. In order to reduce thespace charge
effects the phase space painting is done during the beam
injection. Eight bump magnets used for horizontal phase
spacepainting can beinstalled in onemissing bend straight
section.

The fast beam extraction has been examined as well.
Two consecutive 6 m long straight sections are available
for kicker magnetsand septum magnets.

If the booster extraction energy goes up to 6 GeV with
the same beam intensity and the same repetition rate the
beam power becomeshigher by factor of 2. Therequired rf
voltage becomestwice as much as that for the 3 GeV ring.
But the recent development of the rf cavities which pro-
videthefield gradient of 50kV/m[5] realizesthisupgrading
path. We need totally 15m space for them. One can imag-
inethat theinjection energy also increasesto 400 MeV. The
upgraded latticehasbeen designed considering followings.

� The transition gamma should be sufficiently higher
than 7.4.

� Thelength of thestraight sectionsarelong enough for
the400 MeV injection and the6 GeV extraction.

� The field strength and gradient of the magnetsshould
be reasonably low.

� Thering should be  fitted to the tunnel.

We have modified the FMC lattice of the 3 GeV booster.
Themissing bend straight sectionsare  filled with thebend-
ing magnets except for the center module of the arc. Fig-
ure 6 shows the modified FMC lattice for 6 GeV booster.
Thesecond half cell from theboth endsarehalf filed to get
better fitting to the tunnel. The length of QMs is extended
from 0.5m to 1m. That is why the field gradient is rather
small. Number of knobs is still four. The sufficiently high
transition gammaof 12.9(� = 0:006) isobtained. Thehor-
izontal and vertical tunes can be varied 6.7 - 7.5 and 5.2 -
6.4 respectively. The field strength of BMs are 1.3 T and
the field gradient of QMs are less than 8 T/m. The length
of the drift space in the straight section is 7.5m. We can

Figure6: FMC lattice for the6 GeV booster.

usetwo consecutivedrift spacefor theinjection and theex-
traction of the beam. The tunnel fitting of 6 GeV lattice
becomesbetter because the BMs are distributed uniformly
compared with the 3 GeV FMC ring. The lattice parame-
tersof the6 GeV booster areshown in Table3.

Circumference 341.2m
superperiodicity 4
(�x; �y) (6.8,5.8 )
(�x; �y) (-9.8, -5.4)
Momentum compaction factor 0.006
t 12.9
Max. field of Bmagnets 1.3T
Max. field grad. ofQmagnets 8T/m

Table3: Latticeparametersof the 6 GeV booster.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The 50 GeV main ring has been designed using FMC lat-
tice. It hastheimaginary transition gammaof 32i. Themo-
mentum compaction factor can be adjusted flexibly. Using
similar lattice structure, the 3 GeV booster has been also
designed so that the phase slippage factor can be varied.
Wecan vary themomentum compaction factor from� 0 to
0.009. The 6 GeV booster as an upgrade option has been
designed. It has the sufficiently high transition gamma of
12.9.
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